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Two fundamental switching mechanisms are em-
ployed in today's networks: capitalist switching;
and socialist switching. According to the capitalist
approach, you specify exactly how much bandwidth
you require, and if it is available, you receive it.
The bandwidth is yours, you can use it or waste it
as you will, no-one else has access to it | you don't
have to share it with anyone. The socialist view of
communication takes a very di�erent course. In a
socialist switching mechanism we have a big pool
of bandwidth | and we share it! You want some
bandwidth, you take it, and when you have �nished
with it, you return it to the pool.

The asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is the
�rst switching technology to be capable of sup-
porting both of these fundamental approaches to
switching (i.e. circuit switching and packet switch-
ing) within a single integrated switching mecha-
nism. Indeed, this was one of the research goals
that led to the development of ATM. Considerable
progress has already been made in implementing
constant bit-rate services, similar to conventional
circuit switching, over ATM. Local area networks
(LANs) however, take a thoroughly socialist view
of communication due to the highly bursty nature
of data tra�c. Here we briey consider how to
support LAN emulation over an ATM network and
then explore how to o�er the dynamic bandwidth
sharing in the local area, that forms the central the-
sis of the socialist approach.
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1 LAN Emulation

Not so long ago the 10 Mb/s of current LANs
seemed an almost in�nite amount of bandwidth,
even when shared among a large group of work-
stations. But the power of the desktop workstation
has increased rapidly to the point where 10 Mb/s
dedicated to each workstation seems only a mod-
erate amount of bandwidth for data applications.
High-end workstations, and the support of multime-
dia applications, are beginning to demand more. A
number of technologies are being developed to sat-
isfy this demand, some based upon the traditional
shared medium (FDDI, DQDB, Fast Ethernet) and
others based upon a switched point-to-point topol-
ogy (Switched Ethernet, ATM).

A shared medium design restricts the total ca-
pacity available to the LAN to the bandwidth of
the shared medium. Also, each client must ac-
cess the LAN at the speed of the shared medium
which gets expensive at high speeds. On the other
hand, ATM can scale from small multiplexers to
very large switches in both aggregate capacity and
number of access ports. It can accommodate access
ports from low speeds (1.5 Mb/s and 6 Mb/s are
under discussion) to very high speeds (2.4 Gb/s).
ATM is designed to handle multimedia tra�c and
will be deployed in the public network as the fu-
ture Broadband-ISDN. It is therefore of consider-
able interest to investigate how to support tradi-
tional LAN services over an ATM network in the
local area.

A LAN o�ers a connectionless service for the
transfer of variable size packets at the medium ac-
cess control (MAC) sublayer. Corrupted packets
are not retransmitted at this layer, but packet loss
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due to corruption within the LAN segment itself is
rare. The majority of the installed base of LANs
conforms to the IEEE 802 family of protocols, and
uses the 48-bit, at MAC address. In contrast,
ATM o�ers a connection oriented service for the
transfer of �xed size cells using a hierarchical ATM
address. LAN emulation is the process of support-
ing an IEEE 802 connectionless packet transfer ser-
vice at the MAC sublayer on top of ATM.

Network layer protocols can be implemented di-
rectly on top of ATM. So why go to the trouble
of implementing a MAC sublayer with LAN emu-
lation? Because there is a huge installed base of
`legacy' LANs, bridges, and protocol stacks in end
stations, all based on the common standard of the
service o�ered at the top of the IEEE 802 MAC
sublayer. Also each network layer protocol must be
interfaced to ATM individually. If ATM is to suc-
ceed as a LAN technology it must interwork with
the existing installed base. It must support the ex-
isting higher layer protocol stacks without requiring
them to be modi�ed. The solution is to design a
protocol layer | an ATM MAC sublayer | above
the ATM adaptation layer (AAL) that emulates the
service o�ered by an IEEE 802 LAN segment at the
MAC sublayer.

An IEEE 802 LAN segment connects end stations
using a physical, broadcast, shared medium. ATM
emulates the physical shared medium by establish-
ing an ATM multicast virtual connection between
all of the end stations that belong to the ATM LAN
segment. This multicast connection is the broad-
cast channel of the ATM LAN segment. Any sta-
tion may broadcast to all others on the ATM LAN
segment by transmitting on the multicast virtual
connection.

For point-to-point communication an address res-
olution operation is �rst required to translate the
48-bit MAC address into an ATM address. Address
resolution may be implemented with a broadcast
mechanism, by a server, or using both. Once the
ATM address of the destination has been discov-
ered, a point-to-point ATM virtual connection may
be established to the destination using the ATM
signaling protocol. The result of the address reso-

lution, and the VCI of the established connection,
are cached in a table on the assumption that further
communication to that destination is likely. This
mechanism operates entirely within the LAN emu-
lation protocol layer and is totally transparent to
the LLC and higher layer protocols in the end sta-
tion. LAN emulation is discussed in much greater
detail in [1] and a standard for LAN emulation will
be completed by the ATM Forum towards the end
of this year.

But this is only half of the story. LANs take
a thoroughly socialist view of communication. To
support a LAN service on top of ATM the available
bandwidth must be dynamically shared between all
active users. Considerable e�ort is currently being
expended upon this aspect of tra�c management.

2 Tra�c Management

There are two fundamental classes of tra�c: cap-

italist tra�c and socialist tra�c. Perhaps we are
stretching the analogy too far | the two classes
of tra�c are generally called guaranteed and best-
e�ort. Guaranteed tra�c is tra�c for which an ex-
plicit guarantee of service has been given by the
network. The guarantee forms a contract between
the tra�c source and the network. Prior to con-
nection setup the source must describe its tra�c
characteristics and request a speci�c quality of ser-
vice from the network. The network must police
the arriving tra�c, to ensure that it conforms to
the tra�c descriptor. This ensures that an errant
tra�c source cannot invalidate the guarantee given
to other clients by submitting excess tra�c into the
network.

For a constant bit rate (CBR) ATM connection
the tra�c will be described in terms of peak cell
rate and cell delay variation tolerance (maximum
permitted jitter). For a variable bit rate (VBR)
ATM connection we also add the sustainable cell
rate and the burst tolerance (which de�nes the max-
imum burst length that may be transmitted at the
peak rate). The quality of service may be described
in terms of, for example, the maximum cell loss
probability and some function of delay. When a call
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request for the guaranteed service is received by the
network, the call acceptance control determines the
resources that the call will require [2, 3, 4]. If the
required resources are available the call is accepted,
else it is rejected. Examples of tra�c that may re-
quire a guaranteed service include real-time tra�c
such as circuit emulation, voice, and video.

The vast majority of existing data networking
applications are incapable of predicting their own
bandwidth requirements. Indeed, the application
is generally interfaced to communications band-
width via the host's operating system. The appli-
cation cannot know how many other applications
are concurrently demanding communications band-
width. Nor can the operating system, in general,
predict how the user will make use of the applica-
tion. Therefore it is unrealistic to expect the major-
ity of data applications to predict their bandwidth
requirements in advance. Since the tra�c charac-
teristics are unknown, an explicit guarantee of ser-
vice cannot be given. Rather, data applications re-
quire a service that dynamically shares the avail-
able bandwidth between all active sources. This
service is loosely referred to as a best-e�ort ser-
vice, although the name `available bit rate' (ABR)
service has recently been adopted as being more
descriptive in that the network dynamically shares
the bandwidth available for this service between the
users.

The switch hardware needs to ensure that at no
time will the quality of service of the guaranteed
tra�c be adversely a�ected by best-e�ort tra�c.
The simplest approach to ensure this is to separate
the cell bu�ering in the ATM switch into at least
two tra�c classes implemented in separate physical
or logical FIFO queues, �g. 1. Guaranteed tra�c
is placed in one queue and best-e�ort in the other.
The queue service algorithm always serves the guar-
anteed tra�c in preference to the best-e�ort tra�c.
More complex queueing structures and service al-
gorithms have been investigated [5, 6] which o�er
greater e�ciency or isolation within di�erent sub-
classes of tra�c.

A single FIFO queue may not be su�cient to han-
dle all of the classes of tra�c that will require a
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Figure 1: Output bu�er with two classes of tra�c.

best-e�ort service. For example, X-windows tra�c
and interactive client-server applications are likely
to be more delay sensitive than large �le trans-
fers. So to prevent large �le transfers from dis-
turbing the performance of interactive applications,
a small number of separate FIFO queues may be
required, one for each of the classes of best-e�ort
tra�c. In the limit it is possible for every individ-
ual virtual connection to have its own FIFO queue
to ensure absolute isolation between di�erent ap-
plications [7]. With round-robin scheduling this of-
fers a very close approximation to fair queueing [8]
which ensures that all connections get identical ser-
vice during overload. Selection of the most cost-
e�ective queueing and scheduling scheme is by no
means clear, and the choice will signi�cantly inu-
ence both the design of the ATM switch and the
preferred control mechanism for best-e�ort tra�c.

2.1 Loss Mechanisms

In an IEEE 802 LAN the shared medium provides
the bandwidth and the MAC protocol is the arbitra-
tion mechanism by which the bandwidth is shared
between the contending users. In an ATM switch
each output port is a pool of bandwidth that needs
to be shared dynamically between all connections
currently sending best-e�ort tra�c across it. There
are three proposed solutions: use large bu�ers and
let the higher layer protocols deal with congestion;
use a loss mechanism; use a delay mechanism |
generally a feedback control scheme.

Some transport layer protocols, notably TCP and
DECnet, employ an adaptive window ow control
scheme to handle congestion in the network. If
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the best-e�ort bu�er in the ATM switch is large
enough to hold a reasonable number of packets one
might expect these protocols to achieve adequate
performance. Simulation studies suggest that this
very much depends upon one's de�nition of ade-
quate performance [9, 10]. Depending upon the
bu�er size, TCP packet size, number of connec-
tions sharing the bu�er, etc., TCP will achieve a
useful throughput of 60%{90%. For ten saturated
TCP connections on 155 Mb/s links sharing a 1000
cell bu�er with 9180 byte packets and a 64 kbyte
window the useful throughput is slightly less than
60% [9]. The remaining 40% of the bandwidth avail-
able to the best-e�ort service is occupied by cells
belonging to packets already corrupted by cell loss.
In a packet network this bandwidth is not wasted
because the entire packet is discarded when a bu�er
becomes congested. In ATM, if the loss mechanism
simply discards arriving cells when the bu�er is full,
each discarded cell is likely to belong to a di�erent
packet.

An improvement is to implement a loss mecha-
nism in the best-e�ort bu�er of the ATM switch
that will discard the remainder of a packet should
it become necessary to discard one cell from the
packet. The studies suggest that this enhance-
ment o�ers only marginal performance improve-
ment. Early packet discard, a scheme that can
completely discard all new arriving packets if the
bu�er exceeds a threshold, has shown much better
performance, close to that of pure packet switching
for TCP, in a simple topology [9]. However, simula-
tion studies of more complex topologies have shown
some unfairness in the distribution of bandwidth by
TCP with the early packet discard scheme.

The Fast Reservation Protocol [11] is a burst loss
scheme designed to operate regardless of the upper
layer protocol. The source sends a request into the
network, along the virtual connection, asking per-
mission to transmit a burst at a speci�ed peak bit
rate. All switches along the path examine the re-
quest and if the requested bandwidth is available
they reserve the bandwidth and forward the re-
quest. If all switches along the path accept the re-
quest an acknowledgement is returned to the source

from the far end. The scheme has the disadvantage
that bandwidth is wasted, once reserved, until the
request completes the round trip.

An alternative scheme treats the burst itself as
a request [12]. If the bandwidth is available the
burst is forwarded else it is completely discarded.
In these schemes the source knows what it wants
| the requested peak bit rate, and requests it of
the network. In a LAN the source typically does
not know what it wants | it wants as much as is
currently available. Also, if no-one else is using the
LAN, a source would like access to the entire band-
width. Analysis has shown that the burst reser-
vation schemes su�er high levels of burst blocking
(loss) when the requested peak bit rate is high com-
pared to the link rate [13]. It would seem that a
more natural scheme for LAN applications is one
in which the network informs the sources of the
amount of bandwidth currently available.

2.2 Feedback Mechanisms

Feedback schemes use a closed-loop feedback con-
trol mechanism that allows the network to control
the cell emission process at each source. Each vir-
tual connection must have an independent control
loop since each connection may follow a di�erent
path through the network. Two classes of feedback
scheme have been proposed: credit-based; and rate-
based.

The credit approach is a link-by-link window ow
control scheme [14]. Each link in the network inde-
pendently runs the ow control mechanism, �g. 2.
A certain number of cell bu�ers are reserved for
each virtual connection at the receiving end of each
link. One round trip's worth of cell bu�ers must
be reserved for each connection, so the amount of
bu�ering required per connection depends upon the
propagation delay of the link and the maximum re-
quired transmission rate of the virtual connection.
To permit a connection to attain a maximum bit
rate of 155 Mb/s, four cell bu�ers per km per con-
nection are required, due to the propagation delay,
plus further bu�ering to account for any switching
delay. A credit balance is maintained at the send-
ing end of the link where each unit of credit rep-
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Figure 2: A link-by-link credit based ow control scheme.

resents one empty cell bu�er at the receiving end.
As each cell is transmitted by the sending end the
credit balance for that connection is decremented.
When a connection runs out of credit on a particu-
lar link it must stop transmitting cells. As cells are
removed from the bu�er at the receiving end of the
link, credit is returned upstream on each connec-
tion. Current proposals suggest that a credit up-
date is returned upstream for every ten user cells
transmitted in the forward direction. Credit infor-
mation for up to six connections may be contained
in a single credit update cell. A background audit
process is also required to protect against loss of
credit, and therefore loss of throughput, caused by
cell loss.

Rate-based schemes use feedback information
from the network to control the rate at which each
source emits cells into the network on every virtual
connection. Three types of rate-based scheme have
been proposed: explicit rate control, forward ex-
plicit congestion noti�cation (FECN) [15, 16, 17];
and backward (BECN) [18, 19]. With explicit rate
control the network periodically determines at what
rate each source should be transmitting and sends a
message to each source informing them of the new
rate. Few details are yet available on this type of
rate-based scheme.

FECN is an end-to-end scheme in which most of
the control complexity resides in the end systems.
When a path through a switch becomes congested
the switch marks a bit in the header of all cells on
that path in the forward direction to indicate con-
gestion. (This function is already required by the
existing ATM standards.) The destination end sys-

tem monitors the congestion status of each active
virtual connection and sends congestion noti�cation
cells in the reverse direction on each active virtual
connection to inform the source of the congestion
status. The source uses this feedback to increase or
decrease the cell transmission rate on each virtual
connection.

In BECN congestion information is returned di-
rectly from the point of congestion back to the
source for each virtual channel. The source adjusts
its cell transmission rate on each virtual connec-
tion in a similar manner to FECN. BECN requires
more hardware in the switch to detect and �lter the
congestion state, and to insert cells indicating con-
gestion into the return path, but it is capable of re-
acting to congestion faster than FECN. Also, since
the network itself generates the congestion feedback
information, it is more robust against end systems
that do not comply with the requirements of the
scheme. The policing mechanism at the entrance to
the network can itself perform the rate adjustment
in response to the congestion feedback so that traf-
�c from non-compliant sources can be discarded.
In the following section we present a simple BECN
mechanism for an ATM LAN with a brief summary
of some simulation results from a feasibility study.
Details of the simulation model and further results
are available in [19].

3 A BECN Scheme

The simulation model of the BECN scheme is illus-
trated in �g. 3. The source (S) generates packets
that are queued for transmission by the transmit-
ter (T). The transmitter represents the segmenta-
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Figure 3: The BECN scheme.

tion process for a particular virtual connection in
the host's ATM network interface, which segments
packets into cells for transmission over the ATM
network. (R) is a point of congestion somewhere
in the network, for example, an output bu�er on
an ATM switch. There is a transmission delay be-
tween each transmitter transmitting a cell and the
cell being received at (R). The transmission delay
represents the combination of the propagation de-
lay and the switching delay from the source to the
point of congestion.

If the length of the congested queue (Q) ex-
ceeds a threshold, the �lter (F) will send conges-
tion noti�cation (BECN) cells back on the virtual
channels currently sending tra�c through the con-
gested queue. BECN cells are subject to the same
transmission delay in the return direction as cells
in the forward direction. When a transmitter re-
ceives a BECN cell it reduces its cell transmission
rate by half for the indicated virtual connection.
If no BECN cells are received within a recovery
time period, the current transmission rate for that
virtual connection is doubled, once each recovery
time period, until it reaches the peak rate. To bias
the scheme toward fairness between all sources, the
source recovery period was made proportional to
the current transmission rate so that the lower the
transmission rate the shorter the source recovery
period. This algorithm was selected to simplify the
implementation of the ATM adapter silicon [20].
(Fairness is usually achieved in a binary feedback
rate-based scheme by using multiplicative decrease
and additive increase [21].)

The �lter is required to prevent excess BECN
cells being generated. There is no point in send-
ing another BECN cell back to each source until
the previous feedback has had time to take e�ect.
So, when the queue is congested, the �lter should
transmit no more than a single BECN cell to each
active source during each �lter time period. To al-
low the previous BECN cell to take e�ect, the �lter
time period should be of the same order of magni-
tude as the maximum propagation delay for which
the system is designed.

3.1 Simulation Results

For the following steady-state simulation results,
the congestion control algorithm prevented any loss
of tra�c from the destination queue. The amount
of BECN tra�c is expressed as a percentage of the
output link rate. The transmission delay is ex-
pressed in cell times normalized to the output link
rate (at 155 Mb/s one cell time is about 2.7 �s).
Curves of BECN tra�c and mean and maximum
queue length against transmission delay are given
in �g. 4 with up to 20 greedy sources each at-
tempting to transmit at 100% of the output line
rate. The �lter period is 768 cell times (about 2
ms at 155 Mb/s), the recovery time constant of
each source at the lowest transmission rate is also
768 cell times and the queue threshold is 250 cells.
The throughput remains mostly in excess of 80% for
transmission delays up to 100 cell times. (A prop-
agation delay of 100 cell times represents about 50
km at 155 Mb/s.) The amount of BECN tra�c is
about 0.08% per active source. It remains approxi-
mately constant with respect to transmission delay
and is approximately proportional to the number of
sources. Even for 100 greedy sources each attempt-
ing to transmit at 100% of the line rate the amount
of BECN tra�c is less than 9% and for 20 sources
it is just over 1%. For transmission delays of up to
100 cell times, the mean queue length is below 200
cells. Also, for up to about 20 sources the maximum
queue length remains below 400 cells growing slowly
with transmission delay. The results of a simple
analytical model of an ideal BECN scheme derived
from [22] are shown as dashed lines in �g. 4. Agree-
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Figure 4: BECN tra�c and queue length against transmission delay for number of sources.

ment is surprisingly close up to about 20 sources
considering the simplicity of the analytical model.

3.2 Implementation

The implementation of the BECN scheme is illus-
trated in �g. 5 for an output bu�ered switch. (Im-
plementation for other switch architectures is simi-
lar.) The VPI/VCI of every cell arriving at the out-
put bu�er is latched. If the queue is above threshold
the VPI/VCI is submitted to the �lter initiating a
BECN cell generation request. If the �lter passes
the request, the VPI/VCI is inserted into the header
of a pre-de�ned BECN cell pattern and the result-
ing BECN cell injected into the cell stream in the
reverse direction before the header translation hard-
ware. Because VPI/VCI values are bi-directional in
ATM, the BECN cell will be returned to the source
of the virtual connection.

The �lter enforces an upper limit on the amount
of BECN tra�c that can be generated. It requires
one bit of state per virtual connection to keep a
record of the connections on which it has trans-
mitted a BECN cell during each �lter period. It
may be implemented by writing the VPI/VCI into a
content addressable memory and clearing the mem-
ory at the beginning of each �lter period. Alterna-
tively, the expense of a CAM may be avoided if the

VPI/VCI address space is compressed in the input
translation and a one bit wide memory is used with
a simple state machine to reset each address once
during the �lter period.

BECN cells may be transmitted at a higher pri-
ority than best-e�ort tra�c to reduce the trans-
mission delay. BECN cells themselves must not be
permitted to generate further BECN cells should
the reverse path also become congested. BECN cell
generation is a property of the connection and may
be disabled in any node on a per connection basis
at connection set-up.

BECN cells may be coded to use a resource man-
agement (RM) cell format (payload type 6). (This
is one of the non-user cell formats reserved for con-
trol functions in an ATM network.) The simula-
tion study assumes that each BECN cell carries
congestion information regarding a single virtual
connection back to its source. We can reduce the
amount of BECN tra�c on network trunks by a
factor of up to 15 by packing congestion informa-
tion regarding up to 15 virtual connections into a
single RM cell. The RM cell would contain the
VPI/VCI values of up to 15 congested virtual con-
nections. This technique requires more hardware
because these packed RM cells require unpacking at
the far end of the link, however the extra hardware
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may well be worthwhile in order to reduce control
tra�c on network trunks. Also, BECN cells passing
through multiple nodes may be routed through the
�lter at every node they pass through as there is no
need to duplicate a BECN cell if an earlier node on
the connection has just issued a BECN cell. This
will prevent unnecessary generation of BECN tra�c
in a network with multiple simultaneous congestion
events.

4 Discussion

The simulation results for the BECN scheme sug-
gest that for the local area a simple rate-based feed-
back scheme is worthy of further investigation. At
least in the steady-state a large number of greedy
sources, each capable of �lling the entire link band-
width, may be controlled with a small amount of
control tra�c and moderate size bu�ers, to achieve
an acceptable utilization. Consideration must be
given to the method by which a source initiates
a new transmission. One possibility is to initiate
transmission at 100% of the link rate, but to drop to
a much lower rate if a BECN cell is received within
a time period of a few round trip delays. Another
possibility is to de�ne an initial rate at which to be-
gin new transmissions. Further work needs to focus
on transient behavior, fairness of resource sharing,
and more complex topologies.

The behavior of a rate controlled source is simi-

lar for both BECN and FECN so the two rate-based
schemes may be combined. FECN requires very lit-
tle additional hardware in the switch which makes
it attractive to the public carriers, who envisage de-
ploying very large switches. Also FECN naturally
collects and �lters congestion information along the
entire forward data path while BECN requires ex-
plicit �ltering within each switch. BECN o�ers a
faster response and allows connections in the local
area faster access to the available bandwidth which
is important for LANs. BECN is also easier to po-
lice across a network interface as the network itself
generates the control messages. This is an impor-
tant consideration for a wide area network, o�ering
service to a private LAN. One possible approach
to ensure tight policing is to divide the network
into multiple segments. Each segment can then im-
plement its own internal feedback control system
which can be either rate or credit based. A BECN
rate control scheme is used across the interface be-
tween segments. This approach allows a network
segment in the middle to apply strict policing on
arriving tra�c but requires per VC queueing at the
interface. It results in a network-by-network (edge-
to-edge) control scheme rather than an end-to-end
scheme.

An alternative implementation for a combined
FECN/BECN mechanism is to use positive control
messages. In this case a control message is sent pe-
riodically, on each connection, from the destination
to the source when the forward path is not con-
gested. This scheme is more robust against loss of
control cells, link failure, and mis-behaving users,
because the transmission rate decreases on the loss
of control information. Also BECN may be imple-
mented simply by deleting control cells. A problem
with periodic transmission of control information
occurs when a large number of connections each
wish to transmit at a rate approaching that of the
frequency of the control messages. In this situa-
tion the amount of control tra�c can approach the
amount of forward data tra�c. To avoid this prob-
lem a rate-based scheme may be designed where the
control tra�c on each connection is proportional to
the forward data tra�c. Such a scheme is under
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investigation by the ATM Forum.

Simulation studies of the link-by-link, per virtual
connection, credit scheme show very high link uti-
lization with zero cell loss [10]. A single active con-
nection can acquire near instantaneous access to all
of the available bandwidth yet when multiple con-
nections are active the bandwidth is shared fairly.
In the local area about 10{20 cell bu�ers will need
to be reserved for each virtual connection to main-
tain a maximum rate of 155 Mb/s with about 4%
of the bandwidth being consumed by credit cells.
With �xed bu�er reservation even a modest num-
ber of virtual channels will result in large bu�er re-
quirements. In the local area 1000 connections will
require a 10k{20k cell bu�er per port. In the wide
area, bu�er requirements become much larger due
to the increased propagation delay. Adaptive credit
allocation has been proposed to solve this problem
whereby bu�ers are shared and connections only re-
ceive credit as they become active [23].

Probably the most signi�cant di�erence between
the credit-based and rate-based control mechanisms
is one of complexity. On each switch port the credit
scheme requires individual FIFO queues for each
virtual connection and a scheduler to select cells
for transmission from connections that have both
tra�c and credit. It also requires a background au-
dit process to detect and restore credit loss. The
rate schemes are less deterministic and slower to
adjust the bandwidth on each connection. Under
extreme variations of load it is possible for cell loss
to occur or under utilization of the available band-
width. Rate schemes have a number of parame-
ters in the source that must be set by the network
for each connection whereas a credit-based scheme
can be auto-con�guring. However, the rate-based
approach places very modest requirements on the
switch hardware and requires a similar complexity
to the credit scheme in the ATM adapter at the end
station.

5 Conclusion

At present, only the very high end workstations
and ATM adapter cards can sustain transmission

in excess of 100 Mb/s. But, given the pace of de-
velopment in ATM LANs, this will not remain so
for very long. Transport protocols with an adap-
tive window congestion control mechanism will op-
erate successfully over ATM LANs without conges-
tion control at the ATM layer (assuming reasonably
large switch bu�ers). But as soon as end stations
achieve transmission rates around 100 Mb/s, up to
40% of the bandwidth will be wasted due to cell
loss and packet retransmission. Also, the parame-
ters of the protocol may need to be tuned in each
end station to achieve this performance. Switches
that implement packet discard rather than cell dis-
card under congestion conditions will exhibit much
better performance for protocols with an adaptive
window mechanism [9]. However, protocols that do
not employ an adaptive window, for example IPX
or NFS, will exhibit very poor performance over an
ATM LAN if there is no tra�c management scheme
at the ATM level to share the available bandwidth
between contending sources [24].

Several tra�c management schemes are under
consideration by the ATM Forum, including rate-
based schemes, and a credit-based scheme. Both
approaches seem capable of supporting low loss and
high utilization within the local area. The credit
scheme is most attractive to those who believe
that per virtual connection bu�ering is required to
ensure isolation between the di�erent applications
sharing the best-e�ort service. Those that see no
need to implement per virtual connection bu�ering
are more likely to prefer the rate-based approach.

The rate-based approach seems more natural for
public wide area networks. The broadband-ISDN
must o�er a universal information transport service
supporting many di�erent types of tra�c for many
years to come. It seems unreasonable to require a
signi�cant amount of specialized hardware down at
the ATM layer in each switch to support a single
class of tra�c. Also public networks deal in rate |
it is more di�cult to o�er a best-e�ort service with
a minimum guaranteed rate using a credit-based
scheme. The public carriers are likely to support
a rate-based approach because of complexity issues
in large switches although it is unclear how many
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carriers plan on providing such services in the near
future.

While it would be possible for both schemes to
work together (rate in one network interfaced to
credit in another) the desire for multivendor in-
teroperability mandates the selection of a single
scheme. From the investigations conducted so far it
would seem that both schemes can be engineered to
o�er acceptable performance in the local area. Con-
sidering the rate at which the industry is moving,
the ATM Forum must soon select a single feedback
control scheme for best-e�ort (ABR) tra�c. Once
over that hurdle we can get on with the engineering
of making it work.
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